take a
free
testride!

TANDEM COPILOT 3

Stable getting on and
off with three wheels
Extra safe and stable with the passenger in front
Are you looking for a tandem that is extra stable and safe for, for example, a restless mobile
passenger or a passenger with a reduced sense of balance? Experience the tandem Copilot 3,
suitable for adults and children! Thanks to the third wheel, both riders can remain seated even
when the tandem is standing still. With this tandem, only the supervisor can steer, and the
passenger has a handlebar for guidance. The Copilot 3 can also be personalized to specific
preferences and wishes. It is a tandem to enjoy cycling together without worrying about safety!

We look at individual cyclists and their needs and

Extra stable due to two front wheels. Also, for

want to match them as well as possible. This way,

restless moving passengers.

we continuously innovate and optimize our bikes, so
that your bike is equipped with the best materials

Available in two models: supervisor adults &

and optimum comfort. For example, the supervisor

supervisor child.

is positioned higher than the passenger to keep a
good overview of the traffic. In addition, you can

Standard equipped with a removable and tiltable

easily get on and off with the Copilot 3.

front frame, making it easier to get on and to store

The supervisor on the back can optionally decide

the bike more compactly.

whether the passenger has to pedal along or not.
10-year warranty on the frame and the front fork.*
The tandem Copilot 3 is standard equipped with a
low step-up entry, easy-to-use hand brakes, a large
closed modern chain guard and an AXA cable lock.

* Register your Huka bike once via www.huka.nl/en/warranty and get a 10 year
warranty on the frame and front fork. Standard you get a 5 year warranty on these
parts and 2 years on other components (with the exception of wear sensitive parts).

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

Electrical support
The Copilot 3 is available with an
auxiliary motor (PASvario). With

solutions. That way we can make

at the age of 4 years) is available

specific adjustments to your bike.

in white (RAL9016) and pearl dark

Your special need is a challenge

grey (RAL9023).

for us!

the help of this drive it is easier to

The tandem Copilot 3-26 (adult

pedal and therefore less tiring.
This silent pedal support is
standard supplied with a start
help, three travel speed settings

Accessories & options

supervisor in front) is available in

The Copilot 3 can be expanded

white (RAL9016) and pearl dark

with various accessories and

grey (RAL9023).

and a clear display.

options. Think of a another seat,
handlebars or pedals. View the

You want to design your Copilot 3

Support & special adjustments

options on our website or inquire

even more personal? We can

with your supplier.

make the Copilot 3 in any desired

In addition to the extra

RAL color for you!

accessories that we can offer,

Colors

such as hip support, trunk

The tandem Copilot 3-24

support, foot fixations, etc.

(co-driver in front, child - starting

We also provide customized

About Huka

The most important specifications
Technical specifications

Copilot 3-26

Copilot 3-24
front

rear

front

rear

Length in mm

2040-2080

2150

Width in mm

890

890

Weight in kg

30

31

Crank length in mm

passion. With a committed team,
we provide a wide collection of

150

170

Length inner leg in mm

500-780

710-900

690-970

850-990

Seat height to ground in mm

640-780

730-940

860-1000

940-1080

Tire size front in ETRTO
Gears

47-406

47-406

innovative bicycles and other
means of transport with Dutch
design. You want to learn more
about the Copilot 3 and our
assortment? Give us a call or visit

180
47-507

difference in the world of riders for
independence and freedom is our

170

180

been producing bikes that make a
more than 40 years. Your mobility,

150

Maximum load in kg

Developed in Oldenzaal, we have

47-559

our website!

8-speed hub with coaster brake (Shimano Nexus)

Huka makes your world easier. Want to know more? www.huka.nl/en

